
Is experience researchable?
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Experience sampling in mind 
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In the second part of the seminar, the 
experience research related to mind 
wandering will be introduced.

Mind wandering is a very common 

phenomenon in our everyday lives. For 
example, if this text was longer, you 
would probably at some point start to 
think about something unrelated to what 
is written here. Other names for this 
phenomenon (or something similar) are 
daydreaming, stimulus-independent 
thought, task-unrelated thought, and 
spontaneous cognition. One way to 
grasp mind wandering is by using a 

simplification (and quantification) of DES 
method, called experience sampling. 
How this method is used in combination 
with other methods (fMRI and task-
performance measures) to investigate 
the conditions and characteristics of 
mind wandering will be shown by giving 
examples of the work of Malia F. Mason, 
Jonathan W. Schooler, and Daniel T. 
Gilbert.

Ass. prof. dr. Urban Kordeš, Uni. Ljubljana, 
Faculty of Education

Researchers within the wide realm of cognitive 
science are increasingly aware of the fact that the 
ignorance of lived human experience might mean a 
loss of an important, perhaps even a crucial element. 
Thus a new area of inquiry has recently been born (or 
better re-born), the so-called phenomenological 
research – an attempt to systematically observe 
experience. The presentation briefly introduces this 
rather new approach in cognitive science. It is a 
mostly qualitative research project dedicated to the 
examination of experience, based on the assumption 
that phenomenal data cannot be reduced to or 
derived from the third-person perspective (i.e. 
behaviour or events in the brain). The state-of-the-art 
in this field will be outlined together with some of the 
greatest difficulties. Out of a variety of approaches 
that share the name phenomenological (or first-
person) research, descriptive experience sampling 
(DES), conceived by Russell Hurlburt, will be 
emphasised. The basic idea of DES – random 
sampling of experience – is recently widely used 
within some of the hottest research areas of 
cognitive science (research of emotion, mind 
wandering, flow and peak experiences etc.). It is also 
one of approaches our research group is using in our 
attempt to contribute to mapping of the human 
experience. We are developing an iPhone/iPod 
application for DES which is currently being used in 
the project “Phenomenology of communication”. 

SiNAPSINI NEVROZNANSTVENI SEMINARJI ...

so redna strokovna srečanja, na katerih svoje delo predstavljajo že uveljavljeni strokovnjaki, na kratko pa o aktualnih raziskavah 
spregovorijo tudi raziskovalci, ki so znanstveno pot začeli šele pred kratkim. 

Seminarji ponujajo preglede zanimivih raziskovalnih področij, predstavljajo aktualne nevroznanstvene dosežke iz Slovenije in 
tujine ter odpirajo vpogled v tekoče raziskovalne projekte v Sloveniji. 

Seminarji so namenjeni širši zainteresirani strokovni javnosti in spodbujanju novih sodelovanj.
Za usmerjanje in spodbujanje razprave po predavanjih skrbi vabljeni strokovnjak - moderator. 

Kadar nastopajo tuji predavatelji, potekajo seminarji v angleškem jeziku.

Predlogi za nove seminarje so dobrodošli! Pošljite jih na: seminarji@sinapsa.org

Moderator: Matej Markota

Čas: 12. januar 2011, 18:00 - 20:00
Kraj: Vajalnica Inštituta za patološko fiziologijo, Zaloška 4, Ljubljana (vhod z Zaloške c.)


